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Designed for students preparing for the SAT II math 2 exam, Dr. John Chung's SAT II Math 2 gives

students a comprehensive guide of how to approach Math 2 questions with its 57 Perfect Tips, while

also providing 12 Mock Tests for intensive practice. The book covers in detail all subjects tested in

the exam, making it an invaluable resource that enables the student to solve any potential SAT II

math 2 question. The methods used in the book have been developed by Dr. Chung over a period

of 17 years teaching SAT II Math 2. Dr. Chung has successfully helped nearly a thousand students

achieve perfect scores on the SAT and the SAT II: Math I and II, enabling them to gain entry to Ivy

League schools such as Harvard, MIT, Yale, Columbia, Princeton, and Stanford.
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I've been tutoring kids for the SAT-II Math-II test (among other things) and have used the College

Board's book for Math-II (only 2 tests), Princeton Review's book (easy - only 2 tests) Barron's Math-I

(harder and good prep with review but only 3 tests), Barron's Math-II (even harder but good review

and 7 tests), and Dr. Chung's here. Dr. Chung's book is almost all tests (12 tests). There is almost

nothing in the way of review of the material and the questions are the hardest of all. Some are so

hard that it is difficult to believe anything like them will come up on the real Math-II test which is why

I took off 1 star. On the other hand, if you can do all these questions you absolutely, positively know

your stuff and can expect a very high score on the real test. You can miss 5-6 questions on the real



test and still get 800 which is probably why 11% of the test takers get an 800.If you teach pre-calc or

algebra 2 there are some great problems here for extra credit on tests.In prepping students I start

with Princeton Review as a kind of light intro, and then the Barron's SAT-I Math-I book since the

problems are actually about the difficulty of the real Math-II tests, then the Barron's Math-II book

which is harder then the real thing but better to be over-prepared than under. I finish with the real

tests. Finally, if they have time and like a challenge we tackle Dr. Chung's book. I like the problems

here but some I tell the kids to skip because they won't come up on the test.

This book did nothing to prepare me for the actual SAT II, which was far simpler, but it helped me

tremendously in my love for math. I'm taking AP Calc BC this year and reading this book and

completing the practice tests the summer before the course began was a great help. I didn't do as

well on the SAT II as I would've liked because I didn't pace myself when doing Dr. Chung's practice

tests. I justified this with the higher level of his tests as opposed to the real SAT II, but pacing is

super important on the Math II. Purchase this book and remember to pace yourself on the tests!

This book is great in sense of teaching you the quick way of solving difficult problems. It helped me

a lot because my first math 2c score was 670 but after I bought this book, I got a 790 on the test that

was the month after. There are 57 tips and if you study those tips really well, you should be able to

score 750+. On the other hand, I found the practice tests in this book really challenging compared to

the actual test thus doing all the practice test won't familiarize with the real exam. But it is a really

good book.

I just took the SAT Math 2 (October 2014). I have to say, this book is EXCELLENT. Sure there are a

couple of typos in the tips section, but I bought this book for the 12 practice tests. The score you get

on Chung's is usually lower than your actual SAT score (at least that's what other people are

saying...). I can't divulge any info about the SAT Math 2, but I can say that this book is excellent

preparation for it. Make sure to buy it early and do ALL of the 12 practice tests.

Absolutely a great book leading you to a perfect score. The review part is especially helpful.

This book includes a large amount of fairly challenging practice tests that I feel prepared me really

well for the SAT Math 2 Exam. The tips are also quite useful, but the tests are definitely what makes

this book stand out as an excellent SAT prep book. I scored an 800 on the SAT Math Level 2 Exam,



which I felt was about the same level of difficulty as the tests in this book, perhaps a little easier. I

highly recommend this book for anyone who wants an 800 (perfect score) on the SAT Math 2 Exam!

Compared with other sat2 books,this one is really the only thing you need to get a perfect

score.Although the coverage of this book is far beyond that of real test,if you can missed like 1-3 on

this book,i swear you can ace the real thing with 100% correctness.I am not boasting.If you try

barron sat math2 or some else(Mcgraw hill,peterson,sparknote idk even easier than regular sat),you

will find that only barrons and this one kind prepares you;however,barrons itself misses alot of tips in

its review and put everything on its formula sheet.

As a test prep tutor, I've been looking for a good Math Level 2 practice book for a long time. With 12

complete tests and more targeted practice problems, this is a rich source of math level 2-style

problems. In other books I have tried, not only were there too few practice tests, but the tests were

not similar to the real thing. Sometimes the first test was good, but then the subsequent practice

tests deteriorated rapidly. So far I have taken tests 1 and 8. Test 8 required me to apply the Law of

Cosines 3 times, which was a bit excessive. Otherwise it was still quite good. I will recommend this

for all of my Math Level 2 students.Update: When I read some of the other reviews, I was puzzled

by the mention of multiple errors since I hadn't encountered any. I have since attempted to take the

12th test in the book. In test 12, many of the mathematical symbols have been replaced with a

square. In most cases I was able to fill in what should be in the squares, but in a few cases I was

not. In any event, deciphering the questions slowed me down considerably. Test 12 can be mined

for questions, but is not useful as a practice test. This still leaves you with 11 tests which is more

than most books offer. As others have pointed out, these tests are more difficult than the actual SAT

II Math 2 test I took in March 2013. I consider that to be a good thing. And unlike Barron's, which

has questions that are more difficult by means of adding tedious algebra steps, the questions in this

book are the same "flavor" as the questions you will find on the real test; they just get more difficult

more quickly.
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